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A BookRiot “Don’t-Miss 2022 Queer Graphic Novels & Memoirs”Anishinaabe culture and
storytelling meet Alice in Wonderland in this coming-of-age graphic novel that explores
Indigenous and gender issues through a fresh yet familiar looking glass.Aimée, a non-binary
Anishinaabe middle-schooler, is on a class trip to offer gifts to Paayehnsag, the water spirits
known to protect the land. While stories are told about the water spirits and the threat of the
land being taken over for development, Aimée zones out, distracting themselves from the
bullying and isolation they’ve experienced since expressing their non-binary identity. When
Aimée accidentally wanders off, they are transported to an alternate dimension populated by
traditional Anishinaabe figures in a story inspired by Alice in Wonderland.To gain the way back
home, Aimée is called on to help Trickster by hunting down dark water spirits with guidance
from Paayehnsag. On their journey, Aimée faces off with the land-grabbing Queen and her
robotic guards and fights the dark water spirits against increasingly stacked odds. Illustrated by
KC Oster with a modern take on their own Ojibwe style and cultural representation, Rabbit
Chase is a story of self-discovery, community, and finding one’s place in the world.

From School Library JournalGr 5–8—In this debut graphic novel, Aimée, an Anishinaabe
nonbinary student, is visiting the Petroglphs with their school's Indigenous Students
Association to make offerings to the Paayehnsag, water spirits who trust only the young.
Feeling increasingly isolated, Aimée, the target of bullies because of their pronouns, wanders
off in the forest and encounters a white rabbit who can talk and read minds. Referring to the
changing landscape and the presence of bulldozers, the rabbit warns that things will become
dire "if we can't stop our land from being signed away." The rabbit implores Aimée to convince
the Paayehnsag to help them fight the enemies in the dark waters. Thus begins a journey
reminiscent of Alice in Wonderland, with similar characters such as a tyrannical queen and an
auntie who entertains around a table sporting a top hat. The inventive storytelling of this page-
turner will entrance audiences. The author blends elements from this literary classic with
aspects of Anishinaabe culture and vocabulary in an accessible manner. Translations are
provided for reference. Oster's artwork has a fresh, contemporary feel that also gives voice to
the traditional figures in Anishinaabe culture and reflects the changing landscape of the land.
VERDICT A moving graphic novel that touches on identity and cultural legacy, and
representation that is sure to impact young readers.—Claire Moore --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.Review“A unique creative product that provides just enough footing for
curious readers to explore further on their own. The palette plays a significant role here, with
the brown and sepia tones of the real world replaced with dreamy jewel and inky hues, and
silhouettes are used particularly effectively, creating an otherworldliness that walks the line
between whimsy and menace. The blend of fantasy, gender identity, and supernatural
creatures will likely please fans of Ostertag’s THE WITCH BOY.” � The Bulletin of the Center for
Children’s Books, 03/22“The recognizable highlights of Lewis Carroll’s surreal adventure make
for an excellent way into what will be unfamiliar cultural ground for many young readers. Even
as this engages with several significant and timely social issues (race, gender, bullying) in an
accessible way, it also opens a window to seldom explored tribal cultures.” � Booklist, 03/15/22“A
moving graphic novel that touches on identity and cultural legacy, and representation that is
sure to impact young readers.” � School Library Journal, 04/22"Rabbit Chase is a welcome



intersectional work for today's youth." � Traci Sorell, award-winning author of We Are Still Here!
and At the Mountain's Base"This Indigenous spin on Alice in Wonderland is a powerful story of
identity and the rich gifts of community and culture." � Mary Beth Leatherdale, award-winning
author and co-editor of #NotYourPrincess --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the
AuthorELIZABETH LaPENSÉE (Anishinaabe, Métis, and Irish) is an award-winning
Anishinaabe, Métis, and Irish writer and illustrator whose work appears in Moonshot: The
Indigenous Comics Collection series, Deer Woman: An Anthology, and more.KC OSTER (he/
she/they) is an Ojibwe-Anishinaabe comic artist and illustrator. They live in the Rainy River
District of Northwestern Ontario.Aarin Migiziins (Little Eagle) Dokum ndizhinikaas,
Wiikwemkoosing, Wiikwemkoong ndo njibaa. (My name is Aarin Dokum and my Nishinaabe
noozwin/Anishinaabe name is Migiziins. I am from Wikwemkoosing, Wikwemikong Ontario,
Canada.) Aarin was raised by his fluent Nishinaabemwin speaking family and community. He
left home at an early age to live in Moosonee, Ontario, Canada and spent three years as a
restaurant cook in an isolated Cree community. After a short return home to Wikwemikong, he
moved to Lansing, Michigan where he has been living ever since. He shares Anishinaabemwin
as a language consultant through Nokomis Cultural Heritage Center. He is grateful for fluent
elders and active givers of what he considers the most important part of any culture—
language.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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Rabbit Chase was written with gratitude to Shannon Martin for her part in restoring gatherings
at the Sanilac Petroglyphs. For my grandparents, who have seen the damage done to the
petroglyphs and hold onto memories of when they felt comfort walking there together. For my
mama, who filled me up with love. For my children, who carry on hope in their very being,
expressing themselves as they are.—E. L.All of the author’s earnings are donated to the
Sanilac Petroglyphs for their protection and recognition.To my friends and family who believed
in me and my passions. And to the youth reading this today; know that I believe in you too.—
K.C. O.

Translationsaambe – come on, come hereAaniish go naa aapji?! – Jeez! / What in the world?! /
What on earth?!baashknjibgwaan – trilliumBaamaapii ka waamin – See you laterBoozhoo –
Greetings!deminan – strawberriesehn – yesJiibayaabooz (Jee-bye-ah-bows) – one of the
Trickster brothers. He guides those who have passed on home along the Path of Spirits, the
Milky Way.makade-aaboo – coffee (black water)miigwech – thanks, thank youmiinan –
blueberriesminwaa – and/alsomnoomin – wild ricemskwaabik – copper (red
metal)Nanaboozhoo (Na-na-bow-zhoo) – the best known of the Trickster brothers. He often
gets into trouble of his own making.Nbagminaandam – I am becoming hungry.Ngiisaadendam
– I am sorry. / I feel regret. / I am sad.niikaane – my older brotherPaayehnsag – Little People,
water spirits, rock spiritsshtaahaa – wow!zgime’ig – mosquitoeszhaagnaashag – white
peopleziiwaagmide – maple syrupzinaakobiiganan – petroglyphs

Chapter 1 The Field TripAll staff, students, and teachers of the indigenous students association
report to the bus for the field trip to the petroglyphs.Look who doesn’t have any friends to go



with her.Aimée’s not alone. She says she’s they/them.How’s that work anyway?
Zhaagnaashag...Did she forget she was born a girl?Haha!1

I hope they packed chips in our lunches again.I don’t care what we get. We get to skip school
and get away from all the zhaagnaashag.THEY SLIP THEIR WAY OUT OF THE CANTEEN
AND DRAW THEIR BLASTER.THE SNOWFALL MAKES IT HARD TO SEE WHERE THEY
ESCAPE TO.2

We’re here! Please put away all your devices!Finally! Feels good to stretch!Would’ve felt faster
if I had brought my phone like Aimée.Ugh. I was so close to finding the target. . .Found them!
Just gotta be smart with this attack.3

Swim Team, Falling Short, Little Monarchs, Fevered Star (Between Earth and Sky Book 2), Isla
to Island, She Gets the Girl, Cat Kid Comic Club: On Purpose: A Graphic Novel (Cat Kid Comic
Club #3): From the Creator of Dog Man, A Snake Falls to Earth, Postcolonial Love Poem:
Poems, Dragon Hoops, The Accidental Minecraft Family: Book 26, Little Leaders: Bold Women
in Black History (Vashti Harrison Book 1), Fairy Knights: The King of Kanterberry Ages 7 - 12,
Fantastically Great Women: True Stories of Ambition, Adventure and Bravery, Women in
Science: 50 Fearless Pioneers Who Changed the World, Fantastically Great Women Who
Saved the Planet

Lorryn Woodward, “LOOOVEEED IT. I absolutely loved this and I can't wait to check this out
from the library for my kids to read when it comes out.Rabbit Chase is an Anishinaabe retelling
of Alice in Wonderland. It fuses Anishinaabe culture with the familiar tale of Alice. We follow
Aimée as they explore themselves and their culture while dealing with middle school bullies.
Not only do they get bullied for being Indigenous but also for being nonbinary which has to be
exhausting for anyone let alone a 12 year old who is still trying to figure out the world. Aimée
goes on a school trip to offer gifts to the water spirits and ends up wondering off following the
white rabbit. They must help defeat the dark water sprits in order to find their way home and
rejoin their class.I am a straight white woman in my 30s the rep here is obviously not a
reflection of me in anyway but that did not stop me from really enjoying this. There are Ojibwe
words throughout which does not make this hard to understand and there is even a glossary in
the back if you're too lazy to google. The art is really cute to top it off. I encourage you to find
reviews by Indigenous and nonbinary people if you want a more in-depth look at this since it's
not something I dive into.Thank you for allowing me to read an early copy.”

Jennifer Jordan, “Thoughtful storytelling. This slim graphic novel engages with a lot of big ideas
very impressively. Aimée is an indigenous, nonbinary middle schooler who embarks on several
journeys: on a class field trip with the students that bully them, to a magical land in which
imagery from native folklore and Alice in Wonderland share space, and one of self-discovery
and self-acceptance. It’s about so much: identity, community, marginalization, the weight of
history, growing up. I thoroughly enjoyed following Aimée throughout their adventures, as well
as the beautiful artwork and character design. Highly recommended.”
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stefan kwirant, “So creative! Great themes!. Important Indigenous themes told in a creative and
innovative way. This story captured my whole heart from the first page! Loved seeing a non
binary character - loved the addition of culture and stories . Great book for all youth!”

The book by Margy Burns Knight has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 3 people have provided feedback.
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